
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

              

 

 

  

 

 PE 

Willow class will be 

working on ball skills 

with Oxford United. In 

class they will focus on 

balance and co-

ordination.  

PSHE 

This term we will thinking about 

relationships. Thinking about our family and 

friends, safe relationships and showing 

respect to ourselves, each other and the 

world around us, 

 

English 
As readers we will be exploring the world of Roald 

Dahl and enjoying a selection of his texts. Our 

class text is ‘The Twits’ and this will help the 

children understand how an author uses humour 

and will feed into our work on character and 

setting descriptions. 

As writers we will be using traditional tales stories 

to write character and setting descriptions. We 

will then write ‘How to Catch the Gingerbread Man’ 

guides using the text ‘How to Nab a Rabbit’ as a 

good model for our writing.  

 
 

 

 

Computing 

This term we will be reacquainting 

ourselves with the chrome books 

and logging into TTR rockstars, 

numbots, purple mash and google 

classroom. We will be learning how 

to use different tools and programs 

and refining our mouse control.  
 

History 

As historians we will be looking at how life was different in London in 1666 and comparing it to London today 

using a range of sources (photos, paintings, drawings and objects). We will focus on the Great Fire of London, 

learning how it started and spread across London. During this work the children will develop their 

understanding of chronology by ordering the events of the fire. We will also look at how the fire changed 

London and early firefighting methods and tools. 

Key vocabulary – past, present, fire, diary, monument, baker, plague, eye witness, carpenter, chimney sweep 

Science 

As scientists we will be exploring different materials and their properties. Developing our vocabulary will be a 

key focus for the unit, as we learn the names of the materials, properties and scientific terminology 

(prediction, findings, conclusion) whilst we carry out our own tests to see if materials are absorbent or non-

absorbent. We will also be learning about the Wright brothers and using their story to help us create our own 

fair tests and experiments.  

Key vocabulary – flight, structure, transparent, opaque, translucent, flexible, rigid, oil 

Fire! Fire! 
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Autumn Term 

Art 

As artists we will be exploring 

colour, mixing our own colours 

and looking at the use or white 

and black to change the colour. 

We will look at famous & 

landscapes and having a go at 

painting our own.  

 

 

  

Maths  

As mathematicians we will be looking at 

place value. There will be a strong emphasis 

on counting, ordering and comparing 

numbers. Later in the term we will look at 

addition and subtraction, using a range if 

equipment and strategies to calculate in the 

moist efficient way. 

DT 

This term we will 

be designing and 

making our own 

1666 houses to 

burn down on the 

playground in our 

own great fire.  
 

Music 

As musicians we 

will learning 

about pulse and 

rhythm. We will 

be using our own 

bodies as 

instruments. 
 

    


